
Hi Karen, 
The agenda for tonight: 
 
#2 to #6 it's a terrible shame but I'm sure they will be all approved to be cut down,  

I HAVE A SUGGESTION Why not have the owner plant a new 
TREE FIRST TO MAKE SURE THEY PLANT IT THEN GO AHEAD AND REMOVE THE PLANT THAT HAS 

BEEN APPROVED??? 
 

#7 Why does the Nuisance and Exotic Vegetation need to be removed can't they work around 
them?? 
 
#8 People need to be educated where to plant trees of all kinds!! and don't say it was a bird 
that dropped it that's a cop out! 
 
#9 Can some of those Saplings of the Spanish Lime be replanted? From the pictures it looks like 
there's plenty of space on the property?? 
 
#10 I'm glad that the recommendation to have those 2 trees was Denied and I hope the rest of 
the Tree Commission agrees as well!! 
   P.S. Block what visibility from whom?? 
 
#11 No comment 
 
#12 This person who did this terrible thing should have the maximum fine if possible plus have 
to dig out the old dirt, then replace the new dirt and replant a tree at his expense!!!! Plus not 
allowed to participate there at Mallory Square Sunset for a year!! 
 
#13 Fine him and make him do community service for a year!! 
 
#14 Fine him and make him do community service for a year!! 
 
#12 to the #14 They should all go the Special Master of the City of Key West for further action!! 
 

This is Great News that the Tree Commission is recommending that the Beautiful Royal 
Poinciana Tree will be the OFFICIAL TREE OF KEY WEST !!! 
I hope that date will be effective immediately !! 
 
A Very Concerned Citizen of Beautiful Key West 
 
Thank You, 
Mary Parsons 
 
Please place in the minutes of May 8, 2018 
 


